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Intelligent Air Conditioning/Heat Pump Controller Sensibo Sky White
The Sensibo Sky, a modern air conditioning and heat pump controller, is the perfect solution for those seeking practical, effective, and
comfortable solutions. This sleek controller connects to Wi-Fi, offering not only full control over your air conditioning from anywhere but
also energy savings, customization to user needs, and integration with popular voice assistants. 
 
Full Control and Convenience
The Sensibo Sky provides full  control over the air conditioning, allowing access to all  modes, fan levels, and LED lighting. Through the
mobile app, users can easily manage air conditioning settings from anywhere.
 
Energy Savings
The Sensibo Sky can save up to 40% of energy. Thanks to intelligent algorithms and the Climate React feature, the device automatically
adjusts the temperature, ensuring energy efficiency without compromising on comfort.
 
Geofencing for Intelligent Adaptation
Geofencing  is  a  feature  that  uses  geolocation  to  automatically  adjust  the  temperature  based  on  the  user's  proximity  to  home.  This
intelligent solution ensures that the home is always comfortably heated or cooled when the user approaches.
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Monitoring and Activity Logs
The Sensibo Sky offers daily  charts and logs that  track temperature,  humidity,  and user activity.  This  data helps optimize settings for
maximum comfort and efficiency.
 
Intelligent Automation
The controller responds to schedules and geofencing, automatically adjusting air conditioning settings for maximum comfort and energy
savings. The Pure Boost feature allows for a temporary increase in cooling or heating power, providing quick comfort in situations that
require an immediate response.
 
Key Features
The  Sensibo  Sky  offers  filter  cleaning  reminders,  contributing  to  improved  device  performance,  longevity,  and  indoor  air  quality.  By
collaborating with voice assistants such as Google Home, Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri,  SmartThings, IFTTT, and an open API,  the Sensibo
Sky becomes an integral part of a smart home, adapting to user needs and preferences.
 
 
 
Brand
Sensibo
Model
Sky
Color
White
Connectivity
Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n @ 2.4GHz, DHCP or static IP addressing, SSL encryption
Dimensions
82 x 55 x 17mm
Sensors
High-precision temperature and humidity sensors, universal infrared receiver
Voice Assistants
Google Home, Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, SmartThings, IFTTT, API
Input
5V - 1A via microUSB
Operating Voltage
110-240V
Open API
Yes
 
 

Price:

€ 131.00

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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